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ABSTRACT

Aortic dissection is a life-threatening condition that requires prompt diagnosis 
and management. Here we present a case of a 65-year-old male patient 
who was diagnosed with a Stanford type A aortic dissection. The patient 

underwent open surgical repair of the ascending aorta, aortic arch, and 
descending thoracic aorta. The surgery was successful, and the patient had 
an uneventful postoperative recovery. This case highlights the importance of 
prompt diagnosis and appropriate management of aortic dissection to achieve 
favorable outcomes.
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INTRODUCTION

Aortic dissection is a rare but life-threatening condition that occurs due 
to the tear in the aortic wall, which leads to the formation of a false 

lumen. The incidence of aortic dissection is estimated to be 2.6 to 3.5 per 
100,000 person-years. The condition is associated with high mortality rates 
if left untreated, with a 50% mortality rate within the first 48 hours. Early 
diagnosis and prompt treatment are crucial for improving outcomes. Aortic 
dissection is a life-threatening condition that occurs when the inner layer 
of the aorta tears, causing blood to flow between the layers and potentially 
leading to organ damage or even death. While some cases of aortic dissection 
can be managed with medication and monitoring, others may require surgical 
intervention [1-3].

One effective method of treating aortic dissection is through open surgical 
repair, which involves removing the damaged section of the aorta and replacing 
it with a graft. This procedure is typically performed under general anesthesia 
and involves making a large incision in the chest to access the aorta. Open 
surgical repair is generally considered the gold standard for treating aortic 
dissection, as it allows for complete visualization and repair of the affected 
area. It is often recommended for patients with complex dissections or those 
who are at high risk for complications. While open surgical repair is a major 
procedure that carries some risks, including bleeding, infection, and damage 
to surrounding organs, it has been shown to be a highly effective treatment for 
aortic dissection. With appropriate postoperative care, patients who undergo 
this procedure can expect to experience significant improvement in their 
symptoms and a reduced risk of further complications [4].

CASE REPORT

A 65-year-old male patient presented to the emergency department with 
severe chest pain that started suddenly. He had a history of hypertension, 
smoking, and hypercholesterolemia. A CT angiogram revealed a Stanford 
type A aortic dissection, with the intimal flap extending from the aortic root 
to the descending thoracic aorta [5]. The patient was immediately transferred 
to the operating room for open surgical repair (Figure 1).

The patient underwent open surgical repair of the ascending aorta, aortic 
arch, and descending thoracic aorta. The surgery was performed under 
cardiopulmonary bypass with moderate hypothermia and antegrade cerebral 
perfusion. The aortic root was replaced with a composite graft, and the aortic 
arch was repaired with a four-branch graft. The descending thoracic aorta was 
repaired with a straight graft. The surgery was successful, and the patient had 
an uneventful postoperative recovery. He was discharged from the hospital 
on postoperative day 10 and was followed up for six months, during which he 
remained symptom-free [6-7].

CONCLUSION

Aortic dissection is a rare but life-threatening condition that requires 
prompt diagnosis and management. Open surgical repair remains the gold 
standard for treating aortic dissection, particularly in cases of Stanford type 
A dissection. Early diagnosis and prompt treatment are crucial for improving 
outcomes and reducing mortality rates [8].
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Figure 1) A CT angiogram revealed a Stanford type A aortic dissection.
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